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TRC-493

Personal 2 -way radio at its finest! 40 -channel mobile CB with digital
signal processing for virtually noise -free reception
TRC-493. Advanced Digital Signal Processor
electronically "cleans up" the sound to virtually
eliminate annoying whistles and whines that
can spoil CB reception. DSP can be switched in
or out as needed. You also get a full-time
Automatic noise limiter plus RF gain, squelch
and tone controls to further enhance your

reception. A priority switch instantly selects
Channel 9-really helpful in an emergency.
Has easy -to -read LED channel indicator and a
4 -step LED signal/power meter. Jacks for add-
ing external and public address speakers. With
mike, fused DC cord and mounting hardware.
13/4 x 51/2 x 8". (TSP) 21-1590 149.99

Radio Shack
is #1 in CB
Radio Across
the USA!
We have the best selection of
Citizens Band 2 -way radios and
accessories around-nobody else
even comes close.

We carry 40 -channel mobile CBs, base
station and single-sideband models,
complete road -emergency CB radio
systems, plus a comprehensive line of
CB walkie-talkies. Whether you're
looking for a full -power mobile CB, a
performance -boosting antenna, or new
Digital Signal Processor, you'll find it at
Radio Shack. Even if you're just looking
for answers to your CB questions,
that's okay-we've got those too.

Drive with peace of mind! You'll never be out of touch with our
road -emergency CB with built-in weather -band receiver
(1) TRC-460. This road -emergency CB is especially designed to be easy to operate for adults and
children. Sets up in seconds-just plug CB power cord into lighter socket, put the antenna on any
magnet -holding surface like your car's roof, turn it on, and talk. There's even a battery pack to use
if your car's battery is dead. Travel directions and emergency road assistance are only a CB call
away. Channel 9 priority switch gives you immediate access to the CB emergency channel. You
can even tune in to local weather broadcasts 24 hours a day to avoid unsafe driving conditions.
Talk/listen on all 40 CB channels. Digital channel -number display makes it easy to read which
channel you select. Includes antenna, DC cord and 103/4 x 41/8 x 33/4" storage case. Battery pack
requires 8 "AA" batteries. No FCC license required. (TSP) 21-1559 89.99

Put one under your car seat-emergency road assistance and travel
directions will never be more than a CB call away!
(2) TRC-463. Don't take chances! Keep this road -emergency CB 2 -way radio in your car for
highway help, information on road conditions, or just for on -the -road conversations. The
TRC-463 was designed to be easy for anyone to set up and use, even children. Just plug it into
your vehicle's cigarette lighter socket, place the magnetic -mount antenna on your vehicle's roof
(or any magnetic surface), turn the radio on, and talk. Pressing the Channel 9 priority button
immediately switches the radio to the universal emergency channel. Talk/listen on all 40 CB
channels. Up/down channel selector, LED channel indicator. Everything you need fits in a sturdy
carrying case that can slip under a car seat. Includes magnet -mount antenna, DC power cord and
compact 103/4x 45/8 x 21/4" case. No FCC license required. (TSP) 21-1558 69.99
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TRC-438 Rotary I Bar Bar 2 i
TRC-460 Up/Down i 1 3

TRC-463 Up/Down V 2

TRC-464 Up/Down i i / 2 /
TRC-465 Rotary / Bar Bar 2 / V ,,/

TRC-479 Rotary / / / 2 /
TRC-481 U/D + Mic U/D ,/ / V 2 ,,/ /
TRC-483 Rotary / Bar Bar 2 / / 10

TRC-492 Rotary ,/ Bar Bar 2 ,/
TRC-493 Rotary / Bar Bar 2 '7 / /

Radio Shack CBs are backed by a nationwide service network.


